
 KOOZIE KIT

Ingredients in kit
Leather

Koozie Stencil

Box Cutter

Ingredients from home 

Put on Plastic Gloves

Laydown protective paper. Lay brown paper on top

Lay back (fuzzy side of leather) facing up. 

Take piece of fabric and dip into leather die. 

Rub die into a circular motion. Cover back with die. Can be laid on thick. This

will soak up a lot of die. Totally normal. 

Lightly add die to all sides. 

Rub in circular motion the front (smooth side) THIN LAYER. 

Let dry between layers until desired colors. (20 min or so)

Keep in mind the oil will darken color a shade or two. 
Double check that you have all the sides covered. There are no little marks that

didn't get died,

After happy with color and  dry apply a layer of oil. Massage in circular motion

with second piece of clothes.

Repeat a second time if you would like - not required. Will darken color for

each layer you apply.  

Ley dry Make take a couple hours. 

Fold Koozie as if you will use it. 

Take one piece of elastic cord. Tie knot and thread threw needle. 

Lace up the side of koozie. Any pattern you like. ( I did an over under pattern)

Once laced up one side use both string to tie a knot. (Like knotting your shoes)

Repeat on opposite side. 

You are done!!! 

Have a drink you earned it!! 

 

Cut out the stencil. Cut along the outside of the black or red line.

Trace Koozie stencil ONE THE BACK (ROUGH SIDE) of leather.

Lay Stencil B at the bottom of your piece of leather. 

Lay the red circle and lay on top of the stencil B so the o's match up. 

Lay the A under the circle so the x's match up. 

Trace this pattern

Do Not Toss. You will need this again stencil A and B again. 

Cut out Koozie using box cutter ( scissors are helpful to cut round center)

Place the ruler along the outside of the trace line and cut along the rulers'

metal edge. The whole length of the koozie

Plastic Gloves

Leather die

Piece of Towel x2

Cutting Board 

Pen or fine point marker

Scissors

Tape

Ruler

Needle

Elastic String  x 4

Nail

Brown Paper

Oil

 

Hammer

News paper or some sort of paper to protect table. 

steps

Tape stencil A or B onto the cut-out

leather koozie -  You will be repeating

this step on both sides.

Lay leather stencil combo on top of

cutting board. (You are going to make the

holes on the side of  koozie.) Use hammer

and nail to punch holes. 

Punch holes threw each circle on stencil. 

Flip and repeat on other side if needed


